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A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR ANALYSING 

AND .AGGREGATING FUZZY ORDERINGS 

Jan W. Owsiński, S:l:awo~ir Zad.rożny 

Systems Research Institute 

Polish Academy of sciences 

Newelska 6, 01-447 warszawa, Poland 

:; •,.lllllllary. The paper presents a practical method for impłementing 
a software for the in-session processing and aggregation of pre
c edence data obtained from a number, m, of judges and concerning 
a number, n, of 'i.tems. Precedence data ·can be given in a · vad..ety 
of ways ranging from a unique ordering to 1/2•n(n-1) fuzzy pre
cedence indices. First, the p_rinciples of processing of such data 
are presented, and then problems and suggested solutions. The 
latter refer to two notions: "expert ·agreement'-' as to the finał 
precedence coefficients on the one hand .and "resulting orderi.ng" 
of the items on the other. 

~eywords: ordering, fuzzy precedences, aggregation, agreement 
measures, consensus. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

In the development of practicable computer-based data ana

lysis . tools for decision aiding in multi-person, multi-item si

tuations it is necessary to find means for acquiring, processing, 

aggregating and assessing data reflecting various opinions.This 

p~per deals with a specific, but still sufficiently generał, 

situation in which a number, m, of judges express opinion as to 

the precedence (based upon the comparison of value, of iinportan 

ce, 'of t~mporal sequence, _ •.• ) of a number, n, of certain items. 

TWO fundamental problems appear: that of moving towards 

the consensus among e_xperts, and of determining the resulting 

ordering of the items considered. Wheti data obtained from jud

ges are expressed in the form of orderings then the forrnulation 

propos~d by Marcotorchino and Michaud (1979) yields simultaneou 

solution of the two problems, whether by application of the me 

hod developed by those autrors or by the heurist ic approach of 

Owsiński and Zadrożny ( 19 86 ) • Thus, in the sp:tce of orderings the re 
exi sts such an ordering tt.at minimizes. the ag<;rregate di stance from 

the orderings given by judges . 
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J udges may, however , be unwilling or incapable of giv ing 

orderings . The r equir ement of prov iding orderings i s a limita

tion . ,,h ich for some purposes c an b e treated as advantageous, 

s inc e the r eby judges are for ced to provide in fact mcire infor

ma t i on . Still, in many cases this requirement cannot .be kept. 

Thus, precedence coefficients may appear with values greater 

t han O and smaller than 1, indicating a vagueness of preceden

ce . When th i s broadened space of data is accepted as solution . 

space then the problems previously mentione!l arise. Namely, _it 

.is obvious that within thi s space solutions can be found that . 

are much nearer to a i l of the opinions than any of the orderings 

i s. 

The method described here is not aimed at direct. resolution 

of this dilemma. rts purpose is mare modest, namely to, ,provide 

the basis for a software that would accept, process and aggre

gate the data in a variety of ways, so as to highlight the con

tents of this dilemma and a number of other aspects of a deci

sion-preparation session. 

2. BASIC NOTATIONS 

.This section contains tąe basie notions used in the paper: 

n - the number of items considered, _n=card I , _ .i,j,1·6 I, 

m - the number of judges asseśsing the precedence of items, 

m=card K, k Ei K, 
k d - degree of precedence of item "i" ,·before item "J." as defiij 

ned by judge "k" when considering "i" an4 "j" apart _from 

other items, with ,4~j~ [0,1] where 

d~. = { 1, when i strictly precedes j, 

1 J o, when j strictly precedes i, 

k (wheri dij t (O, 1) 

as "fu~zy•, while 

then coefficients shall be referted to 

fÓr d~ . ł {O, 1} ·_ as "crisp"), 
1) . 

ok(i) -serial number of item i in the ordering defined by prece
k dences dij' whenever determination of such ordering i~ 

feasible .and . desired, the ordering itself being denoted ok, 

Ikf - subsets of I, numbered a, defined by judge k, for which 
a 

precedences are ;given in different· ways, f denc;;ting type 

of data, and 
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( 1) 

dij - aggregate precedence _ indices, 1.e. variables . forming the 

solutions to aggregation problellls, with {dij}i,j =D, 

Q - proper objective functions. 

More detailed noti.ons sha.ll be explained in the -further cóurse of this 

paper. 

3 • PURPOSE . OF THE SOFTWARE 

The purposes of this work are as follows: to secure a num

ber of input management (data acquisition and process;i.ng) func

tions, to aggregate . (fuzzy or crisp) precedence _ ind•ices for par

ticular judges, to calculate other indices, such_ as e.g. "degree 

of consensus", . and to perform such session IilailagelllE!nt functions, 

as determination of the . "outlying" individual orderings, all of 

these in an interactive environment. The goal is to provide gui~ 

dance for the multi-item-oriented (ordering-type) voting-based 

attempt at defining a common opinion (ordering), with a "suffi

cient• degree of agreement (consensus). 

Thus, precedence aggregation would be but one of the func

tions performed. Before proceeding to proper aggregation the soft

ware system has therefore to acquire and process data obtained 

from individual judges. 

4 ·. INPUT FORMS 
.-., 

There are two fundamental forms of data input: 

1. ordering of items, from which k dij can be deduced, and 

2. explicit values of 

but these two fundamental forms can be · pre.sented and mixed in a 

variety of ways~ 

~eh judge,_ k, · starts by dividing the set I into nonoverlap- . 

ping nonempty ' subsets, each subset denoted rkf, Index fis com-.. a 
posed of two sub~s, f-, . f•, where f- .indicates whether items 

in I~f shall be ordered (f-=1)~ their pteference coefficients 

given (f-=2 ) or "unknown precedence• (f-=.3) flagged. The second in-
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dex specifies choices within these th_ree categories. At the 

stage of division of I into subse ts,the sequence of itans within 

subsets is of no importance. 

Once .I~f specified, data con~erning them, starting with _ 

a=1, are given. The number of subsets for a judge . may .. range :from .. , ._ 

ak=1 to entier(n/2)+1, with entier defined via strong inequa- . 

lity. 

Within the subsets Ikf for particular f- the following 
a 

further choices can be made, indicated by values off": 

kf-f" ·1. f-=1, f"=1 : - items contained in Ia . are simply unequivo-

cally ordered, forming . Ok(Ik), so th~t for all 
k11 , k a a 

i,j f: I 0 there is dij E. {O, 1} "· 

f"=2: ok shall contain an 
(l 

denoted okI, SO 

indifferent subsequence (only one), 

that for all i, j € okI there is 
a k a 

dij=0.S, and for all the other i,j, rk 12 there is 
a 

k 
_tlij E{0,1}, 

f"=3: within ok a subsequence shall be indicated (only one, as 
a 

before) for which one or more alternative suborder
kA ings ·shall be given, 008 , where 

ber of alternative subordering, 

there is 

d~~ 
l.J 

a is the serial num

and for the i,j co: 

where Bka is the total num.ber of alternative suborderings wit

hin the index subset a of; the judge k, ~hile for all the ·other 

i,ji.r:J 3 there is d~j~{0,1}. 

2. f-=2, f"=1: all the d~ . are specified, one for each pair 
-J 

(i,j), i.e. 1/2n(n-1) numbers €(0,l], 

k f"=2: only some dij ·are given, and all those which are not 

specified, are deduced from the given ones. 

Besides the f index combinations shown there ma·y be a si

tuation, accepted by the system, in which, during the r:f eli

citation phase, not all i~ I are considered, which means that 

for all the i EI - I~ , where 
. a 
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(2) 

"unknown terminal precedence" is assumed, so that, by default, 
k . k 

for all i,j EI -Ia there is dij =0,5, and 

for all iS. ~ and . a there is k 
dij = l. 

It is also possible to set f~=.3„ meaning "unknown prece

dence", taken to be 

f-=3 (f"=l): for items contained .in . Ik3 , .iCik3 thexe is a a . ' 

d~j =0.5, for all jE I~, 

5. FORMULATIONS OF 'PHE AGGRE.GATION PROBLEM 

Assume that all the a1j' Le. for all (i,j)€ I xI and 

k e K, are given, specified and calculated in whiehever manner. 

The problem of aggregation of precedences takes on two 

forms, depending on whether the aggregate is to have the form 

of ordering; dij~ {O, 1}, or can allow fuz.zy precedences, 

dij I O, 1 J • 
In the "crisp" case, the one of aggregate orderings the pro, 

blem can be formulated along the lines set by Marcotorchino and 

Michaud (1979), i.e. in the form of the binary LP problem: 

subject to 

where 

max{o1 (Dl = • r <tL.d1 . + tL.d .. )} 
D i<.j J.J J Jl. Jl. 

dij E { O, 1} · Vi,j E I 

Vi,j E I 

m k 
· E dij 

m k=1 

Vi,j,lEI 

(3.a) 

(3 .b) 

(3.cł 

(3 .d) 

The binary LP problem can be, in fact, solved as ·a usual conti

nuous Of!e via standard routines, insofar as substitution of (3,b) by 
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dije [0,1] 

y ields solutions satisfying (3,b). 

The problem (3) consists in finding of an ordering, defi

ned by d1j, which is the closest tó · the common score given by 
aij . ·The constraints (3 .c) and (3 ,d) require antisymmetry (in 

the continuous case - completenes$) and transitivity in the or-. 

deri.ng relation • 

. In the second case, when aggregate pre~edence coefficients 

are allowed to be fuzzy, the problem can take · the following fOnn: 

subject to 

tlij E [O, 1] Vi,j E I 

tlij +dji =1 Vi, j 6 I 

dij +dji -dil :,, 1 Vi,j,lC I 

(4 .a) 

(4 , b) 

(4 ,C) 

(4 ,d) 

.which means approximation of {di/ by antisymmetric and trans i

tive {dij} within the same space . 

6 , FUZZY DATA CONSISTENCY 

In terms of chronological descriptiori of the in-session 

proceeding, this section should precede ~he previous one, since 

it r efers t o functions perf~5me~ by the software directly .after 

the in i tiai data acquistion and processing, described in sectian 

4 , Since, however, several notions to be used here belong to 

problem formulation, therefore this order was taken • ._ 

There are three questions related to consistency of fuzzy 

data on precedence coefficients as provided by the judges: 

* completeness, 

* transitivity, 

* determination of the unspe~f fied precedence coefficients 

(for f-=2, f"=2). 

6,1, comrleteness 

The first of these qaasb:wns is .solv~d throughout the system by 

. assuming that 
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(5) 

k k with dij previously specified, Whenever ·a judge g i ves a dji 

after d~j has been g.iven, and (5) is not satisfied, the sy s 

tem displays both value.s and asks for the proper ones . Th i s ar
bi trary assumption i s justi fied not only by - at l east- ha l¼ing . 

of the time: and effort necessar y to. complete {d~.}, but a i"so 
l. J . . 

by the need to avoi d unduly and counterintuitional complexity 
. . 

of f urth er operati on s if completeness is· not kept . to. 

6.2 . Trans i tivity 

Transitivity requirement ma~ be applied both to input data 

and to a ggregation results, and it may be relaxed on both these 

ends. These relaxations have, of course, different meanings. 

Tł\US: 

Remark 1; If · (5) ho lds for all k6 K and i, j EI, and all 

k {dij } for kE K are transitive, i.e. 

k k k 
dij+dji-dil ~ 1 Vi,j,lEI 

then problem (4) can be solved without constraints (4,c) and 

(4 ,d) to yie ld dij = dij. 

Proof: There is 

m k 
=- L d . . 

m k=1 l.J 

m k 
E (d . . 

m k=1 l.J 
Wb.ich, in vie w of (~), 

m 
= E 1 = 1 

m k=1 

Simila rly 

1 m· k 1 m k 
+ - E .d • . = - ( E di. + 

m k=1 Jl. m k=1 J 

. k 
+ dji) 

m k 
I d . . ) = 

k=1 J l. 

,. "' ,. lmk 1 mk lmk 
d +d .1 -d . 1 =.- · E d . . +- ·· E d. 1 - - E d . 1 ij · J ~ m k=1 l.J m k=1 J m k=1 1 

which, in view of (6), 

m 
~.!. E1=1 

m k=1 

=..! m k k k · 
m k:1 (dij +djl -dil) 

(6) 
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Thus, completeness and transitivity hold with respect to 

D={ dij}.,. if they hold for all Dk={d~j} ',., ke K. Since, additio

nally, dijE [O, 1] Vi,j EI, therefore D belongs to the feasi

ble set for o, n0 , determined by all _ the constraints (4 .b), 

(4.c) and ,(4.d). Hence, there exists D=DG n0 , for which Q~(D)=O, 

and therefore appli.cation of (4.b), (4.c) and (4.d) is no t nece

ssary. QED. 

Remark 1 diminishes1 the computat.ional effort necessary for 

aggregation. The advan.tage is however, no t v e ry great, since all 

{d~j}, kE K still have to be transitive. That is why it is nore 

advisable to secure transitivity in (4) while rei"axing this re

quirement for the judge-provided data. Not only i.s that way of 

proceeding much easier computationally, but also it may justly 

be beiieved that averaging over a greater number m of judges 

would yield results vio lating the trans itivity c onstra int to 

only. a low degree, if at all (the similar would happen to the 
. . 

completeness constraint, were it necessary). Thus, though the 

system provides heuristic procedures for "trans.itivization", it 

is not advised to use them for each Dk, since this may make the 

sess.ion toó lengthy and cumbersome. 

Whether, howev.er, transitivity constraints are re_laxed · or 

not at the Dk definition stage, it is important for the fuzzy 

context to consider the properties given below. 

Note, first, that 

for all 

Thus, it may be useful to ilitroduce the notion of e:-transitivity: 
k k a D ={dij}i,j shall be referred _to as e;Ttransitive if 

d~j+d~1 -d~1 ~2-e: Vi,j,lEI" (7) 

where, obviously e: e. [O, 1], witn 0-transitivity characterizing 

all possible Dk' s · (Remar~ 2), and 1-transitivity corresponding 

·to (6), i.e. usual transitivity • . 

Remark 3: If a l l Dk, s , k 6 K, are compl ete· and e:-transitive 

then the solution D of problem (4) , obtained in the absence 

of c on str aint (4 . c ) and . (4.d) sha11 ·a 1sO be complete and _e:~t ran~ 

s itive. 

Pr oof fo l lows the one for Remark 1. 
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Now, two properties related to e:-tansitivity shall be in

troduced, of impórtance fO'r a.lgorithmic transitivization • 

Remark 4: If 
. k . 
dij6[e:,1-e:J then (7) holds forthe~e 1,j and 

lEI-(ivj), 

Remark 5: 

and l. 

If k k dij +dj l€. [e:,2-e:] then (7) holds for these i~j 

validity of these two remarks is obvious, 1n ·fact, checking of 

(7 ) for all the permutations of (i,j,l) reduces -to 

(8) 

from where Remarks ~ and 5 follow illUnediately. The first of 

them can be applied, though, only to e: ·~ o.s, 1.e~ to quite . low 

e: values, since violations of (6) beyond 0.5 would be counter

intuitive, though cannot be ruled. out a priori • . 

6. 3. completion of a fuz.zy Dk 

This subsection presents a few remarks on calculation of 

implicit d~j' when f-=2, f"=2. Such an option is chosen when

ever specif ication of all the fuz.zy d~j for i, j •e I 1s not 

feasible for some reasons. It should be mentioned, however , · 

that first - a high degree of arbitrariness is introduced, and 

~econdly - that with this option, if arbitrariness is not to go 

beyond acceptability, one must still specify quite a large share 

of the 1/2n(n-1) values of d~ . • 
l.J k 

Assume, for instance, that dij 

it seems plausible to calculate d~1 

k and dj'.l. are ·given. Then, 
ac.cording to 

where F is of the na ture shown in Fig. 1 • Not only is such F 

intuitively, and also formally, acceptable, but it also ensures 

satisfaction of (6), even for fuz.zy·, coefficients. In view of (5) 

an F can be used to determine any ·remaining single coefficient 

when the coefficients for two other index pairs are given, for 

any index ~~i ~let (i,j,l)~ ! 3 • Obviously , F brings a degree of 
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_Fig. 1; Shape of a function F serving for , determination of. illl
k . -- k . k -

plicit precedence coefficients: d-11 =F(d .. ,d .1 ). 
. l.J . J 

arbitrariness, which seems acceptable when both itS argument's, 

are specified by the judge. The question arises, ·however, whe

ther it is acceptable to superimpose F over itself: · 

thereby importantly in9reasing 1ar~itrariness of a part of data. 

The system would work in such a c;;ase, but · certainly tjiis sub-. 
. ' . 

option should not· be abused. Even when unlimited ,$uperposlotion · 
~ k . -. - ·" ·. 

of F . is .allowed, at . least .n-1 values of d .. · must be specified„ ' ' l.J ,, 

7. AGGREGATION SOLUTIONS AND A~REEMENT MEASURES . 

7. 1 . Aggrega tion solutions_ 

solutions to the ordering problem (3), whether. exact _or 

suboptimizing,. are obtain~d ~ia methods described elsewhere -

s.ee Marcotorchino , and Michaud (1979), . Michaud (19-81), and Owsiń

ski ·an_d Zadrożny ( 1986) • That, is ,why -all.y a . fe,, generał rE!;~rks 

shall be forwarded here • 

. , According to (3) the 'agg;egat:i.on prol;i).em in its strict

-crisp-ordering-oriented version is being so;Lved· through appli

·~ cation of standard LP techniqueę • . Becąuse _ of the dimensions of 

· the LP problem, O'(n3. J-, . direct a~plication of standard.techni-' 

ques for higher n encounters difficulties.' The ·authors of the . , . . . . 

method suggest the_ use of simplified .algox:~thms, -~~: ! hJ.s does 

not _yet sol ve the . question of the _ iJ,1-session, u _se of the soft-
,1,,; ~ ~ ...:,..., • ,,~ ). .Ji .Jl J: r -• . . . • ,.. .L ,.. - ~ :.,, 

„ ware ~~tp _simpl(, all-~cc~ss~le J}ardw~re .,~f tt\1 pS _. typ~. That 

.J • :: .. .,__,r .I, P "l I.; L > t - . 
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is why the present_authors introduced a heuristic suboptimiza

tiun procedure, see Owsiński and Zadrożny (19 86), referring to 

the ob jective function (3. a ), but -having the simplicity of cła-, 
. . . 

ssica l progressive merger procedures, so that the :_software can -

be used in-session wit h modest ha rdware. ~--
The simplified method u ses the _ function (3.a) in ·its modi.:. 

fied f orm: 

o, (D,r) =r i: d ... d .. + (1-'r) I: a __ J . . l.. d_J_l._ 
i < j l..J l.J { < j 

( 1 O) 

where r ~ {O, .1] is a weighting coefficient, -whose changes ac

compąny the working of this algorithm. There is, . obviously , .. 

arg max o1 (D,1) ={1,2, .•. ,n} =Dopt(i) =D 
D I 

( 11) 

and if proper 

zing ·o-s than 
dij a re equal zero then there are more maximi

Dr· en· the other hand, there is 

Max 
D 

from 

from 

ment 

opt arg max o1 (D,O) ={n,n-1 , ••• ,2,1} =D (O) =D (12) 
D . · r 

a1 (D, 1 /2) ,_ corre sponds to the optimum for ( 3) • By changing r 
Dopt(r) 1 to o one gets a finite series of_ different 

Dr to Dr- F.ach such Dopt(r) would be valid 

t.rt, where t denotes the step number, with 

U t - t-1 t t · 
t.r = [O, 1] and t,r f\ t,.r = r , 

t 

going 

for a seg-

The simplified -method does not . solve this series of .LP problems 

equal to parametr i zation of the LP p r oble m (3), but proce eds in 

an approximative way: . s t a rting with the o.rdering Dr it .applies 

a sequence of trans f ormations taken from a limite d c l a ss, so 
- • At t Ąt 

that Dr i s fina l!ly reacłied. At ,every s tep r and o1 (D ,r .) 

are calcu lated. 

As far ·_ as problelll (4) i s concerned i ts solution r e duces t o 

mere t r ansitivizat i on -of · 6, . whenever deemed · necessary . 

7 ~2. Agreement measures • 11 .,_ 

certainly., the va.lues of the very objective functions Q1 
' and o2 ·· provide same measures of agreement: Q~-- - agreement as 

to the aggregate ordering and o2 - agreement -among the expert§ 
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with no reference. Without, however, some knowledge about the sca.:.. 

les of .their values, actual assessment of the degree of agree

ment . is doubtful. 

· Thus, with respect to o1 , when .:ompleteness holds and X 

are subject to usual constraints: 

Remark 6: 
"' 1 . 

arg min max o1 (D,X ) ={-2 } .. , and 
8 X i,J . 

While 

min 01 (D,X) 
1 max = 4 n (n- 1) ,. 

X D 

01 (D,X) 
1 max .max = 2 n(n-1), 

Ą X D 
,. 

corresponding to any argument · D . representing an ordering, 

results ( 1 3) Using the 

measure ·can be proposed: 

· and ( 14) the following 

1 „ o?t(o>-¾· n(n-1 > · o~pt(o> 
M1 (D) . =--..------- = 

4 n(n-1) m!n Q~pt(D) 
- 1 

D 

relative 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

,,. / #, 1 " 
with M1 (D) .E [0,1], reaching ' zero for D={2 } .. and 1 for D 

. " 1,J . 
repr?senting an ordering. No1;e that M1 (D) does not reflect that 

much the agreement among judges as the agreement with respect 

to orderincą of items. Thus, 6 ={~}i~j can be obtained if ~j-i 

for all i,jc I and all kE.K. On the other hand,- M1 (D) . rea

ches its maximum when all the judges ke K give d~j (expli

citly or implicitly) corresponding to the same! consensory, 

order ing. ' ; 

Another measure takes the form of 

2 " M1 (D) . 

max o1 (D,X)-min o1 (6,x)_ 
X . X · 

max o1 (D,X) 
X _ 

( 16) · 

with M~ (D) E [O, 1] . reaching zero when ~x o1 (D,X) =mJf o1 (D,X), 

· i.e. when 6 = {-21} . . , and . 1 1when . 6 E,E0 , , E0 being 1~he . ~pace ,. 
'I .,. J.,J ~ ,_ , 

Of ,ordering~. The latter results from: 

Remark 7: 
min o-,· (D, X) r·,. . ·= o 

X ' D411 E . 2·-

. '. l ' . . l J j 1 . 

( 17) 

. -: ~ 
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Both measures are easy to -calculate, since the minimum 

appearing in • ( 16) can be obtained from X _ maximizing o1 ifi.xi 
by reversi.ng the ordering -obtaine~ thereby~ 

With .. regard _ to the agreement among judges _wl.thout any _ "oute.r" 

reference, t~e proper abs<;>lute measure can -,bebased upgh the! ób
jective function (4.1) yielding: 

2 1 . k k :.· 
~2<{ok}> = < -11 - t t ld1.. -a1•t 

nn _mki<j 3 :_ J -
(18) 

Again, this absolute measui:e has to be scaled a~in~t the -scope _· 
of its values: 

~} ~ ({Ok}) -~({Dk}) 

max ~2<{Ók}) 
{D } . k _ 

.. (19) 

so that the relative values of the measure M2 •. range from O tt> . 

1, reaching O _ for the maximum diversity. of opini~ns and 1 when · 

all the precedence coefficients given ~Y all -the judges are 
k • -

identical: dij = dij VkE K, 1,j e I. For the sake of simplicity 
an approximate measure can be used, namely 

resulting from 

Remark 8: - for even m: 

while for odd m: 

max I>½ ( {Dk}) 
{I\} 

max M._ ({~n 
{I\}-~ . 

1 (m-1 ) (m+ 1 ) 
=2 

m 

(20) 

(21) 

the latter approximating 

higher m. 

--,. 
2 from below sufficiently we1i for 

8. ALGORITHMS 

This section ·presents the outlines of three procedures, 

decisive 'for the working of the system. 

8.1. Suboptima.l aggregation of orderings 

As mentioned previously, this procedure refers to o1 of 
(3.a), but ; uboptimiz.es it only, since the class of' 'operations 
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to be prefórmed on an ordering is strictly lilllited. The proce

dure is; roughly, • as fo1lows: 
,, ' t ' t ' ' ' '' 

1 .• t, step number, =1,· r =1; O ={1,2,J, ••• ,n}, where ·n-total 

number of items ordered, and ·r is as'. in (10): 

2 •. t= .t+1. 

3. calculate, . for .a ll . j, 1 • -I,· j < 1: 

and .·. '(22) ' 
I: . di. - I: di .. 

t-1 J ' t-1 ' ) 
t . iE O. (j+1,l) iE O. (j+1,l) 

- J+ ' J-
rlj - · I: (d .. +d. 1 ) - ·. t (d1 .+d .. ) 

t-1 . l.J · , J . t-1 . . J J 1 
iE O. ()+1;1) iE. O, (J+1,l) 

' )+ ' ' )~ , , 

where~ for instance, 

.. o}:1 (j+1,l)={ijj+1>. t-'l 
' o 

i > t-1 1, i > j} . . (-23) 
' o ' ' 

. t-1 
denot.ińg precedence according. to O • The two rt with > t-l ' o 

series of values _correspond, r~spectiveiy; to the ·fol·iowing ope-

rations: 

~h: . .-.ji1i2··~ ••• 1. •• + ••• lji1i2 ... •. 

rij: ... j ••. 1 2 1 11. •• I/ ..,-•••• i 2i 1lj.;_ • 

. t-1 
(Should the class of transformations of O allow actual op~ 

_ timizat,ion, calculation of appropi:iate rt · would be much more 

complex, ref.erring to the LP algorithms.) 
t. 

4; Find 

5. EXecute the operation correspond;i,rig to . r~*l* and thereby 
fórm ot. ·.·. , 

6, ·If ot · is the reverse of o1 or 1 rt=·Ó then go to. 7., otherwise 

ret.urn . to ,2. _ c.,.l_ 

.. ' 
7. stop. 
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It can easily be seen that whatever this procedure loses 
. . 

on optimization, it more than compensates in simplicity, _especial

ly so since experience shows that optimal and suboptimal results 

are either identical or sufficiently close. 

s.2. Calc~lation of implicit d~. 
' J 

k : 
'!re first assurrpti.ons is that calculation of implicit d .. is 

l.J 
not made at every new _value of d~j given by a judge, but at an 

explicit reguest, so as -. not to unnecesę;arily _mul tiply the opera

tions. At each such request for every unspecified d~j _a search 

is made for such an 1 that in the triplet i, j, 1. two preceden

ces are given, so that d~j can be calculated through F,_ TWO 

problems appear: first, of calculating impiicit d~j on the 

basis of already calculated implicit "third" ooefficients, and se

cond, of situations with more than -one such "third" ooefficient. 

With regard to the first problem an option is assured .under which 

once the first search for the "third index", 1, is completed 

for all the pairs corresponding to unspecified d~., the subse-
. l.J 

quent searches are initiated until some search is totally un~ 

seccessful. This, however, significantly prolongs the who le pro

cedure. The other problem results from existence of multiple 

"third indices" which may serve to· calculate a specific coeffi

cient. It is assumed that, for a given level of search for the 
k . 

"third indices"r once a dij was calculated for an 1, the · sub-

sequen:t "third indices• l~, l", •· •• are treated in- the following 

w~y: 
dk,s 1 (dkrs-1 ( 1") (dk dk )] . . = - . . • s- +F . 1s, 1 s . 

.l.J s l.J l., , J 

where s is :the current number of the "t hird •index• for i, j, 
l 

and, of course, · the arguments of · F can appear in any other. 

proper combination, 

8.3. Transitivization 

k Again, as with calculation of implici.t d .. , transitiviz.a• 
. l.J 

tion has to be asked for, and by default is performed after all 
k . ' . 

dij had been calculated. 'llle t.I.:ansitivity level c: T has to be spe-

cified, together with an -opti,on choice referr.ing to the way of 

proceeding and to the information provided. The option choice 
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points out whether the procedure should go at once to the finał 

e? · level specified or- whether it should pass through interme

diate levels with a predetermined step, indicat'ing first the · 

transitivity level~ EO, of the raw data • . The second approach, 
• • • . • 

al though slower, . does . not only provide additional information, 

but also may give more plausible results. _The working, in gene

_ral, : is as fc::illows: .for every triplet of indices CI, for which 

, it is feasible, E-transitivity is checked using Remarks 4 and S,. 

When E-transitivity is violated, this precedence index which is 

--the . _closest to O or to 1. ( see Remark 4) is al tered so as to se

cure E-transitivity. It is obviously sufficient to alter just 

one value, but when such alteration exceeds a certain threshold, 
1 . . . 

specified in terms of E, most of ten 2 E, then the second-in-· 

•rank coefficient is also altered • 

.Another choice problem results from coexistence of explici~ 
k . . 

tly and implicitly given dij" No assumptions as to that are ma-

de as of now, however, _since there exist two · contradictory ar

guments: 

* most of the intuitively obvious functions . F preserve 

transitivity, so that , if violation of this condition oc
k curs , it is due to the explicit dij' but 

* the session is oriented at the judge-generated data, and 

not at the computer~generated ones. 

k Transitivization is always preceded-by completion of {dij} or 

· by calculation. of the implicit d~.' s / . 1J 
The question of indic,ii1tiQn of the way of increasing agree-

ment is dealt with quite easily ~hrough determination of the 

"closest" and "farthest" opinions among · the Dk's. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

; 

The paper presents a · complete framework for the group deci-

sion., / decision aiding session software. From the outl~e pre-

. sented one may easily conclude that mana'.1aoont of such a. session, 

though requiring some preparation for. the session manager, is 

not only quite feasible, both hardwa~e- and software-wise, but 

may lead to valuable ·r ,esults, which could not be obtaines:1 with 

the methods to date. 
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